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Abstract—Invasive computing is a novel concept in multiprocessor architecture and programming. Invasion will become an
important step towards self-organizing behavior which will be
needed in the next generation of massively parallel MPSoCs with
unrivaled performance and resource efficiency numbers as one of
the main challenges for MPSoC apart from their programming.
In this paper we introduce and model a finite state machine
for controlling the invasive process in different architectural
granularities. The applicability of our FSM is tested in case
studies for a reconfigurable MPSoC platform and a fine-grained
platform. The results show substantial flexibility gains with only
marginal additional hardware cost.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the technology is shifting from multi-core to manycore chips, designers face many challenges to ensure future
advances in computer architecture and programming models
that are nothing short of reinventing computing. Intel already
predicted hundred cores [1] and the University of California,
Berkeley is going even further in its research looking for
thousand cores [2].
For the ever increasing numbers of processors, today’s selfmapping of parallel programs to processors and the lack of
architecture-aware programming support may not work in the
future. Whereas for a single application, the optimal mapping
onto an array of processors may be computed at compiletime, which holds in particular for loop-level parallelism
and corresponding programs [3], [4], such a static mapping
might not be feasible for execution at run-time because of
time-variant resource constraints or because the degree of
exploitable parallelism may be data-dependent and, hence,
only known at run-time.
The control of such a massively parallel computer with
hundreds to thousands of processing elements would also
become a major performance bottleneck if completely controlled by a central instance. Also, the interconnect structure
should be flexible enough to reconfigure different topologies
between cells dynamically and with little reconfiguration and
area overheads. The architecture must preserve current levels
of reliability or increase its reliability despite the increased
complexity inherent in these architectures. The architecture
must provide a trustworthy environment and deliver performance that increases in proportion to the number of cores.
We have introduced so-called invasive algorithms and invasive architectures [5] as one possible remedy to fight against
the increasing complexity of future parallel computer systems.
This concept enables applications to exploit dynamic resource

requirements while avoiding fully centralized and not scalable
control of execution. The benefits of invasion are multi-fold
and can be summarized as follows:
• self-exploitation of degree of available parallelism and
available hardware instead of static allocation
• fault-tolerant parallel execution
• decentralized and scalable control
The main idea of invasion is to add to a given single
processor the ability to explore neighbor processors and to
copy itself to such processors in a phase of invasion, and then
to execute the given problem in parallel based on the available
invaded region on a given multiprocessor architecture. After
this parallel execution, the program may perform a retreat and
resume execution again sequentially on the single processor.
This paper presents a generic finite state machine (FSM)
based controller for the processing element (PE) of linear
processor arrays. The methodology allows invasive processing
depending upon the input signals of the PE. It also describes
the basic commands and signals needed for invasive architecture of different levels of granularity. Finally, two examples,
one in FPGA and one in the reconfigurable MPSoCs, are given
to demonstrate how the concept works on the architectures.
This paper is organized as following: The next section
gives a short overview of invasive computing. Section III
provides basic definitions introducing an invasive controller
for invasive linear arrays. An implementation of this model
on multiprocessor architectures like Weakly Programmable
Processor Arrays (WPPA) [6] and FPGA-based architectures
are explained in Sec. IV. The experimental results on invasive
array architectures are discussed in Sec. V. A brief overview
of related work is given in Sec. VI and, finally, the paper is
concluded in Sec. VII.
II. I NVASIVE C OMPUTING
Invasive programming denotes the capability of a program
running on a parallel computer to request and temporarily
claim processing, communication and memory resources in
the neighborhood of its actual computing environment, to then
execute in parallel the given program using theses claimed resources, and to be capable to subsequently free these resources
again [5].
To harvest the performance of a many-core system in the
next generation architecture, we cannot just depend on parallelizing a single application, but must utilize task level and
application level parallelism [7] as the limitation is Amdahl’s

(a) PE1 and PE4 are executing while PE2 and PE3 are idle.

(b) PE1 is invading PE2 and PE3.

(c) PE1 is infecting its own program to PE2 and PE3.

(d) PE1 is retreating from its slave PEs.
Fig. 1.

Simple invasion process for an invasive linear architecture.

Law which states that parallel speedup is limited by the serial
code in a program.
A segment of four PEs in a linear invasive processor array
is shown in Fig. 1. For simplicity we will not show the
interconnect of the PEs. In Fig. 1(a) two algorithms A1 and A2
are running in parallel by PE1 and PE4 and two processors,
PE2 and PE3 are idle. In a phase of invasion Fig. 1(b),
PE1 tries to claim all its neighbor PEs to contribute their
resources (memory, wiring harness and processing element
power) for a joint parallel execution. Once having detected
borders of invasion, e.g., given by resources allocated already
to running applications or in case a maximal degree of invasion
for optimal parallel execution is met, the master PE starts to
copy its own program into all claimed PEs and then starts
executing in parallel, see, e.g. Fig. 1(c). In case of program
termination or not requiring all acquired resources any more,
the program could execute a retreat command and free all
processor resources. This retreat phase is shown in Fig. 1(d)
With respect to minimizing programming overheads, the
following commands are implemented as special atomic instructions in the instruction set architecture of the invasive
processing elements:
1) Invade
Invade is the basic instruction to explore and claim

neighborhood resources of a processor running a given
program. An invade command could have the following
syntax:
P = invade(sender id, direction, constraints)
where P is the number of invaded PEs, sender id is the
identifier, e.g.,the coordinate of the processor starting
the invasion, and direction encodes the direction on the
MPSoC or the addresses of the idle PEs to invade. Constraints can be the number of PEs that should be invaded
and also whether and how not only program memory,
but also data memory and interconnect structures should
be claimed during invasion. A typical behavior of an
invasive program could be to claim as many resources
in its neighborhood as possible. In this case, invade
command could have the following sytax:
P = invade(ALL)
Using the above invade command, a program could
determine the biggest free area to run on in a fully
decentralized manner.
2) Infect
Once the borders of invasion are determined, the initial
single processor program could issue an infect command
that copies its own program like a virus into all claimed
processors. As for the invade command, infect could
have several more parameters considering modifications
to apply to the copied programs such as parameter
settings, etc. One possible infect command could have
the following syntax:
Infect ( P, ProgID )
where P is the number of invaded PEs and ProgID is the
program segment to be copied to each invaded PE. After
infection, all claimed processor resources are immunized
against invasion by other processors as long as they are
not freed explicitly in the final retreat phase.
3) Retreat
Once the parallel execution is finished, each program
may allow for invasion by other programs. Using a
special command called retreat, a processor can reset
a flag that allows other invaders to succeed. Again, this
retreat procedure may hold as well for interconnect as
for processing and memory resources and is therefore
typically parameterized.
III. M ODELING OF

A

F INITE S TATE M ACHINE

In this section, we describe for the first time how the
concepts of invasive computing can be realized in hardware
by defining an FSM-based controller. The corresponding state
transition diagram for the controller is shown in Fig. 2.
We define the FSM as a six-tuple of the form FSM =
{Q, I, O, δ , λ , s0 }, where Q is a finite, non empty set of states,
I is a non empty set of input commands, and O is a non empty
set of output messages. The transition function δ : Q × I → Q
describes the evolution of the FSM from one state to another
for a given input and λ : Q × I → O is the output function. The
initial state is denoted by s0 ∈ Q. The six-tuple for the FSM
is further defined as follows:

Q = {s0(idle), s1(masterExe), s2(invaded), s3(in f ected),
s4(slaveExe)}
I = {start, stop, invade in, in f ect in, retreat in, ack in,
PE in}
O = {invade out, in f ect out, retreat out, ack out, PE out,
f lag}
δ = {s0 × start → s1,
s0 × invade in → s2,
s0 × ack in → s0,
s1 × stop → s0,
s1 × invade in → s1,
s1 × retreat in → s1,
s2 × retreat in → s0,
s2 × stop → s0,
s2 × ack in → s2,
s2 × in f ect in → s3
s3 × retreat in → s0,
s3 × stop → s0,
s3 × ack in → s3,
s3 × start → s4,
s4 × retreat in → s0,
s4 × stop → s0,
s4 × ack in → s4}
λ = {s0 × start → f lag (master) ,
s0 × invade in → invade out,
s0 × ack in → ack out, PE out,
s1 × stop → f lag ( f ree) ,
s1 × invade in → ack out, PE out = 1,
s1 × retreat in → ack out, PE out = 1,
s2 × retreat in → retreat out, f lag ( f ree) ,
s2 × stop → f lag ( f ree) ,
s2 × ack in → ack out, PE out,
s3 × retreat in → retreat out, f lag ( f ree) ,
s3 × stop → f lag ( f ree) ,
s3 × ack in → ack out, PE out,
s4 × retreat in → retreat out, f lag ( f ree) ,
s4 × stop → f lag ( f ree) ,
s4 × ack in → ack out, PE out}
s0 = {s0}

Our proposed FSM for individual PE of the invasive array
architecuture has five distinct states. We will briefly explain
the function of the five states below.
In the s0(idle) state, the idle PE waits for the start signal
from the configuration manager to start its executing as a
master. Any idle PE can be invaded by its neighboring PE
with the signal invade in and consequently, it will go to the
invaded state.
In the s1(masterExe) state, the master PE will execute
as a master. The commands invade, infect, and retreat are

Fig. 2. State transition diagram of a PE in linear Invasive array architecture.

implemented as special atomic instructions of the PE. The
master PE will have the ability to start and execute the invasion
process by those commands depending upon the requirement
of its running application.
In the s2(invaded) state, the invaded PE again takes the role
of master PE and invades its neighboring idle PE by the signal
invade out and waits for the acknowledgment. This process of
invasion continues until it reaches the boundary of invasion,
that means either it reaches at a non-invadable PE or at the
end of the processing array. Then the acknowledgment signal,
ack out along with the number of PEs, PE out will ripple
back to the master PE in the reverse order of invasion. If
any interrupted signal like retreat in or stop comes in this
state, the PE will return to the idle state. If the signal infect in
comes from the central manager or from the master PE, the
PE changes its state to the infected state.
In the s3(infected) state, the infected PE will copy the
desired program from the main memory. The PE will also
reconfigure its interconnection so that the application of the
master PE can be run by all infected PEs. Again, if any
interrupted signal like retreat in or stop comes, the PE will
return to the idle state. The infected PE will start executing
as a slave of the master PE when it gets the signal start from
the configuration manager or from the master PE.
In the s4(slaveExe) state, the slave PE will execute the
application which is injected by the master PE. When the
signal retreat in comes, the PE will switch to the idle state
and send the signal retreat out to its slave PE and all the
slave PEs will sequentially free from the invasion and return
to the idle state. Finally, the acknowledgment of freeing all
PEs will be sent back to the master PE.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
In the previous section, we introduced the definition of the
finite state machine. Here, we present concepts for implementing these principles on MPSoCs and in hardware (FPGA).
A. Implementation on MPSoCs
WPPAs are massively parallel MPSoCs with a reconfigurable interconnect network and processing elements that are
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Fig. 3. Linear invasive WPPA architecture with four PEs, a central control
manager and a configuration bus.

Processing Element of the invasive WPPA.

customizable with respect to individual or a set of domainspecific applications [6], [3]. Building such parallel single-die
parallel computers is already feasible today. The finite state
machine as shown in Fig. 2 with the control signals are implemented on this dynamically reconfigurable architecture. The
basic block diagram of the linear invasive array architecture
on WPPA with four PEs is shown in Fig. 3. Here, we show
the control lines needed for invasion of each PE, configuration
bus and the central control manager of the architecture but the
data ports, data bus and the interconnection are not shown for
simplicity. The control signals necessary for the invasion and
the hardware needed for invasion are shown in Fig. 4. Also
each PE has two-bit flag register to be identified as master,
slave or idle PE.
We use an FIR filter as our case study. FIR filtering is
widely used in the field of digital signal processing to process
a sequence of input samples u and output a sequence of filtered
samples y according to the difference Eq. (1).
N−1

y [i] =

∑ a [ j] × u [i − j]

Algorithm 2 Assembly code for a simple FIR filter with N
taps running on a single PE
1: mov ffo, in0 ⊲ write input value to feedback fifo of depth N
2: mov r0, N
⊲ set the number of Taps
3: mov r2,0
4: mul r1, ffo, a
⊲ filter coeffecient a
5: add r2, r2, r1
6: sub r0, r0,1
⊲ decrement the tap
7: if zeroflag!=true jmp 4
⊲ loop N times
8: mov out1, r2
⊲ get the output
9: jmp 1

For the invasion process, we load a new version of invasive
program which is shown in Algorithm 3 to one of the
PEs called Master of Invasion of the linear invasive array
architecture. Eventually, the PE will invade, infect, and after
making execution of its all slave PEs it will retreat all the PEs
and will continue its own work.

(a) Control signals necessary for (b) Hardware needed for
invasion process.
each PE for invasive architecture.
Fig. 4.

Algorithm 1 C-code for a simple FIR filter with N taps and
T iterations.
1: for (i = 0; i < T ; i + +) do
2:
for ( j = 0; j < N; j + +) do
3:
y[i]+ = a[ j] ∗ u[i − j]
4:
end for
5: end for

(1)

j=0

A simple C-code description of an FIR filter with N taps is
shown in Algo. 1.
Here, i denotes the sequence index and N is the number of
filter taps. The arrays a and u contain the weights or filter coefficients and the input signals, respectively. This code would
be able to run on a single processor sequentially.

Algorithm 3 Code segment loaded on master PE
1: while (stop! = 1) do
2:
P = invade(ALL)
3:
if (P > 0) then
4:
in f ect(P, ProgID)
5:
for (i = 0; i < T ; i + +) do
6:
Algorithm 4
7:
end for
8:
retreat()
9:
else
10:
for (i = 0; i < T ; i + +) do
11:
Algorithm 2
12:
end for
13:
end if
14: end while

Algorithm 4 Assembly code for a segment of FIR filter
running on master PE and all its invaded PEs after invasion
1: do par
2:
add out1 r0 in1; mul r0 in0 a; mov out0 in0;
3: end do
Note that the program described in Algo. 3 starts with an
invade command that returns P, the number of invaded PEs to
any direction depending upon its parameters as explained in
the Sec. II. The command invade(ALL) means that master PE

will invade as many PEs as it can in any specific direction.
Since invading more than N − 1 processors makes no sense in
this case, a constraint could be set not to invade more than
N − 1 PEs, where N is the number of filter taps. Now, in the
worst case, P, the number of invaded PEs, could be zero. In
this case, the algorithm would run completely sequentially on
the master PE, as shown in Algo. 2. In the best case, when
P is N − 1, the program runs completely parallel on the N
processors, as shown in Algo. 4.
Algorithm 4 has one very long instruction word (VLIW)
instruction including add, multiply and move operations in
parallel and is running on each PE in paralle to perform the
FIR filter on a pipeline processor array. Here, input signal in0
is multiplied by the filter co-efficient a and stored in register
r0. The input signal in0 is passed to the next PE by moving
in0 to out0, where out0 is one of the output ports of the PE
connected to the input port in0 of the next PE. Summation of
the value of in1, input port of the PE connected to the output
of the previous PEs with the value of r0 is passed to the out1
which is connected to input port in1 of the next PE.

(a) Two modules in partial regions (PR1,PR4)
are executing as masters.

B. Implementation on FPGA

(b) Module in PR1 (master) invaded two
other modules in PR2 and PR3 (as slaves)
and they execute in parallel.

The proposed FSM described in Sec. III can be applied to
the FPGAs both on partially and on non-partially reconfigurable platforms. Each hardware module on the FPGA can be
considered as a PE.
The invasion process on both platforms are almost same.
However, on a non-partially reconfigurable platform, the control manager will be a separate module on the FPGA to control
the invasion process, but on a partially reconfigurable platform,
the control manager will also include the configuration manager to load and blank the partial regions.
According to the proposed FSM, the invasion process on an
FPGA will take the following main steps:
1) Invade: Invasion process starts with the invade signal
generated by the main module (the master) at any
time during the execution to the control manager. It
demands new modules (slaves) to be added to the current
configuration on the FPGA for a particular application.
2) Infect: In a partially reconfigurable platform, the control
manager will load new modules to the available free partial regions. In case of the non-partially reconfigurable
platforms, as the modules are already on the FPGA, the
control manager will control their clock, so by the infect
process, it will allow the clock to feed them.
3) Retreat: The control manager will erase the occupied
partial regions (PR) in case of the partially reconfigurable platform, or it will stop the clock that feed them
in the non-partially reconfigurable platform.
To illustrate this, Fig. 5 shows the different steps of invasion
process on a dynamic partially reconfigurable platform with
respect to time.
In Fig. 5(a), two master modules are loaded in PR1 and
PR4 on the FPGA and executing some specific tasks. At any
time during the execution, the master module in PR1 needs
additional modules to perform some operations in parallel.

(c) Module in PR1 (master) retreated its slave
modules.
Fig. 5.

Different steps of a invasion processes on FPGA.

Consequently, it will demand additional modules to be loaded
to its next two free partial regions in PR2 and PR3.
The control manager will load the required two modules,
and they will become slaves to execute the required operation
in parallel with the master module in PR1 (see Fig. 5(b)).
When the master module in PR1 finishes its parallel operation, it will issue the retreat command to the control manager,
which in turn will erase the slave modules (see Fig. 5(c)).
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The throughput of the previously described FIR filter, for
example, with N = 64 taps varies with the size P, number of invaded PEs. The fully parallelized version with P + 1 = N = 64
processors produces one filter sample per clock cycle, and
for P + 1 = N/2 = 32 processors, one output is generated
every two clock cycles and so on. Here, one of the processors
is the master of Invasion PE to perform the application in
parallel with all the invaded PEs (P). The invade and the
retreat phase are implemented in O (2 × P + 2) clock cycles.

The time overhead of the invasion process is a linear function
of the number of invaded PEs. Two extra cycles are needed for
getting the acknowledgment signal from the non-invadable PE
for both the invade and the retreat phase. The overhead for the
infection phase is the same as the recofiguration overhead of
WPPA without an invasive controller. Preliminary synthesis of
the FSM using the Xilinx ISE v8.1i for a Virtex-II Pro FPGA
resulted in only 53 lookup tables. We added resource-aware
logic to the invasive controller which is capable to control
balancing and load-division among the available processors.
A significantly higher hardware flexibility degree is achieved
with a relatively small hardware overhead.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
We would like to conclude with some remarks of existing
work. Concerning dynamically reconfigurable MPSoC architectures, the MORPHEUS [8] project aims to develop new heterogeneous reconfigurable SoCs with various sizes of reconfiguration granularity. Yu et al. [9] propose an asynchronous array
of simple processors (AsAP) which maintains the flexibility
and programming ease of a programmable processor. There
has been a spurt in work focussed on exploiting the powerful
capabilities of dynamic reconfiguration for image processing
and multimedia applications [10], [11], [12].
For digital image processing, Fey et al. [13] have proposed
an algorithmic approach called marching pixels where the idea
is to send data and basic instructions for decentralized computations on the image through an array of processing elements.
Although this approach has only been proposed for certain
types of image processing algorithms, the idea that processors
change their behavior based on incoming data that also may
include instructions to perform based on the local state of a
processor is the work that could be considered most closely
related to our ideas on invasive computing. Self-organization
is also a major topic in organic computing, e.g., [14], [15]. In
the context of multi-threaded architectures, CAPSULE [16]
has split/spawn mechanisms. There, threads are conditionally
splitted depending on the availability of hardware resources.
Hence, similar to invasion, spawning decisions are delegated to
the architecture by hardware probing techniques. The invasive
programming is much more general and will be applicable
to many more computational intensive domains from many
application areas which would be the next research topic in
this area.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This FSM based controller is the first step to explore
the very promising novel architecture of invasive computing. It has a tremendous flexibility and the resource-aware
capability to make each PE of massively parallel processor
array architectures self-organized. Invasive architectures can
range from homogeneous parallel architectures such as WPPAs
that exploit loop-level and instruction level parallelism to
fully heterogeneous MPSoC architectures exploiting invasive
computing at higher abstraction levels such as thread, task

and process level. The idea of invasive programming and architectures opens a wide spectrum of interesting and important
research works both in hardware and software platform.
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